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The VNI posted a solid +3% MoM gain in January and is currently (Feb 7) up 

5.6% YTD after carving out a Golden Cross on Feb 5, A fortuitous-sounding +8.8% 

upside is all that remains for the VNI to reach our 2024 index target of 1298 – a gap 

that could be covered quickly in a probable post-Tet rally. The technical indicators 

are mostly positive and improving, driven by the YTD strength in the banks. These 

facts suggest upside risk to our VNI target, but in the absence of substantial 

structural market improvements (KRX? Prefunding?), we’ll stick with it for now. 

 Monthly Index Performance 

• VNINDEX: 1164 (+3.0% MoM / +3.0% YTD / +4.8% YoY)  

• VHINDEX: 229 (-0.8% MoM / -0.8% YTD / +3.0% YoY) 

• UPCOM Index:  88 (+0.7% MoM / +0.7% YTD / +15.6% YoY) 

• Average daily turnover: US$767mn (+1% MoM)  

• Foreigners net bought US$47.5mn in Jan. 

• VND:USD rate: 24,428 (-65bp MoM / -65bp YTD / -4.0%YoY) 

 

 

January breadth was positive for large caps (banks) but neutral for the 

market overall (p.17-20). January ADT was quite solid at US$767mn 

considering the long runup to Tet. Our call for a pre-LNY Golden Cross was 

vindicated on Feb 5, when the 50-day MA broke out above the 200-day MA 

(see p.4-5). In addition, foreigners were net buyers of Vietnam stocks for 

the first time in 10 months during January (p.8-11).  

Two risks to consider. Portfolio managers should be aware that margin 

loans reached a historical high of 7.8% of the market capitalization of freely 

floating shares at end-4Q23 (p.12-16). Also, the soft VND in Jan actually 

outperformed most ASEAN currencies, but be mindful of the potential 

impact of capital flight given interest rate differentials (p.34-37). 

Legalize it. The amended laws governing banks (p.27-28) and property 

(p.29-30) dominated mindshare in January. We think the Land Law 

changes may benefit the largest property developers. But based on our 

discussions, the developers are largely taking a wait-and-see approach to 

the new regulations, most of which only come into effect over the course of 

the year. As always, the devil is in the details of regulatory implementation. 

MWG Initiation (BUY) – The Hero’s Journey. As per Joseph Campbell’s 

monomyth, MWG has passed through the ordeal of an extremely tough 

2023. But assuming these dismal results will continue forever would be a 

mistake, in our view. Management’s demonstrated ability and willingness 

to course correct is likely to bear fruit in 2024E and beyond (see p.21-26).   

Macro: Cheerleading is nice, but don’t take it too seriously. Industrial 

output (+18% YoY) soared in January, generating excitement among the 

punditry. However, Lunar New Year is a big thing in this part of the world, 

and Tet was smack in the middle of Jan 2023, which set up an extremely 

low base. We’ll have to wait for 2M23 data (at end-Feb) for a better view of 

the strength of the economy. The good news: The PMI is back in positive 

territory, and we remain sanguine on economic recovery in 2024 (p.37-44). 

VN30 Components     

Ticker 
Closing price            

(VND K) 
MoM 
chg 

Cont to VN30 
(MoM) 

TTM PE         
(x) 

ACB 25.8 7.7% 16% 6 

BCM 65.3 3.8% 0% 29 
BID 47.7 9.9% 3% 13 
BVH 40.5 2.5% 0% 18 
CTG 31.6 16.6% 10% 9 
FPT 95.7 -0.4% -1% 19 
GAS 75.4 -0.1% 0% 14 
GVR 22.4 5.7% 0% 38 
HDB 21.8 7.4% 8% 6 
HPG 27.8 -0.7% -1% 24 
MBB 21.8 16.6% 24% 5 
MSN 64.4 -3.9% -4% 224 
MWG 45.0 5.1% 6% 397 

PLX 34.6 0.3% 0% 13 
POW 11.4 0.9% 0% 17 
SAB 56.3 -8.5% -2% 18 
SHB 11.6 7.4% 6% 6 
SSB 22.9 -4.2% -3% 17 
SSI 34.4 4.9% 4% 23 
STB 29.9 7.0% 9% 7 
TCB 34.6 8.6% 16% 7 
TPB 17.9 2.6% 1% 9 
VCB 88.5 10.2% 13% 15 
VHM 41.5 -3.9% -5% 5 
VIB 20.8 8.9% 6% 6 
VIC 42.5 -4.7% -5% 76 
VJC 104.6 -3.1% -2% 143 

VNM 67.0 -0.9% -1% 17 
VPB 19.4 1.0% 3% 13 
VRE 22.5 -3.6% -2% 12 

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam. Price date: Jan 31, 2024 
 

mailto:matthew.smith@yuanta.com.vn
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/MWG-Initiation-Jan-2024.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/MWG-Express-note-Dec-results.pdf
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Vietnam Monthly Market Roundup 

          Source: Bloomberg (Jan 31) 
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Vietnam Monthly Market Roundup 

“She comes out of the sun in a silk dress running like a watercolor in the rain. Don’t 
bother asking for explanations she’ll just tell you that she came, in the Year of the Cat”. 

— Al Stewart (b.1945 and alive & well in 2024) 

Fundamentals vs. Technicals: In a country where they turn back 
time 

Vietnam stocks posted a solid January, with the mainboard VNI increasing by +3.0% MoM in local 

currency terms and +2.4% MoM in USD terms. As illustrated in the chart below, that was a better return 

than you would have received in any of the ASEAN peers, +1.2ppt above the Frontier Markets index (of 

which Vietnam is the largest component) and 1.5ppt better than the MSCI Vietnam Index, which is 

dominated by open-FOL shares that didn’t exactly crush it in January.  

The January result in USD terms thus outperformed the region, with only Malaysia (+1.0%) and the 

Philippines (+1.4%) in positive territory while Indonesia (-3.1%), Singapore (-4.1%), and especially 

Thailand (-7.0%) all fell during the month. We aren’t particularly well placed to argue for a super-bullish 

view on Hong Kong, but from a PA perspective the -9.4% MoM decline in the HSI (and Hang Seng Bank 

at 0.9x P/B) has at least drawn our attention.   

Source: Bloomberg (data is as of Jan 31) 

The January gains built on Vietnam’s outperformance vs. most of its peers in 2023. As a reminder, 

the VNI gained a +9.3% YoY gain in US dollar terms, substantially better than the -14% losses in both 

Thailand and Hong Kong and the single digit percentage declines in the other ASEAN markets. The VND’s 

full-year 2.6% depreciation obviously dented its US dollar returns in 2023, but this phenomenon was quite 

widespread given the strength of the US dollar during the year.  
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Vietnam Monthly Market Roundup 

 

 Source: Bloomberg (data is as of Dec 29, 2023) 

Technicals look very promising heading into the Year of the Dragon. Our short-term bullish market 

trading call for a Golden Cross before Tet was confirmed as of the close on February 5, when the 50-day 

moving average crossed up above the 200-day MA under reasonably strong volume for a pre-Holiday 

trading day.  

That cross closes out the bearish technical pattern that set in on November 28, 2024, when the VNI posted 

a so-called “Death Cross” when the 50-day moving average falling to below the 200-day MA.  

We’ve put that in quotes here because in retrospect, and to our surprise, November 28 was actually a great 

time to buy the market. The VNI went on to trade higher for most of December, and the mainboard has 

returned +8.5% in the subsequent 10 weeks (as at the close of February 6).  

As stated, the technical indicators look very solid overall heading into the Year of the Dragon.  

1) The Golden Cross of February 5 is a highly bullish signal, especially given that both the 50-

day MA and the 200-day MA are moving higher on a daily basis. At this point, the 100-day MA is 

still losing ground, but we expect it to flatten and start moving higher again within the next few 

trading days.  

 

2) History is not destiny, and past performance does not necessarily indicate the future. But we 

think it is worth remembering that the VNI returned 11.5% in the two months following its most 

recent Golden Cross on June 15 of last year.  

 

Going a bit further back, the VNI’s previous Golden Cross occurred in September 2020 and was 

followed by +84% gains over the next 15 months. On the other hand, the Golden Cross of March 

19, 2019 turned out to be a dud as a stock market momentum indicator – so caveat emptor.  
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3) Mostly boring is still (mostly) good. The mainboard posted its worst daily trading result in three 

months on January 31, which was also the highest day of stock market transaction volumes 

(US$1.1bn) of 2024 so far.  

 

We are still wary of the trend since August of spiking volumes on market sell-off days. But Jan 31 

just barely qualifies as a sell-off given that the VNI was only down -1.3% DoD. The fact that this 

was the biggest daily move of the year really illustrates how low the volatility has become for the 

mainboard index, which has only posted daily fluctuations of more than 1% DoD on three days of 

2024 so far: Jan 3 (+1.2%), Jan 4 (+1.0%), and Jan 31 (-1.3%).  

 

Note that we’re talking about the index here – specific stocks have exhibited greater volatility than 

the index moves might suggest.  

      Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (data is as of Jan 31) 
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Vietnam Monthly Market Roundup 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (data is as of Jan 31) 

See the links below to revisit our weekly strategy reports over the past month: 

• Scraping the Post, But Still a Goal – Jan 2 (A pleasantly strong ending to the year brings 2023 

VNI performance to a regional high) https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-

content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-2-Jan.pdf 
 

• A Solid Start to the New Year – Jan 8 (Large caps take the lead – especially the banks) 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-8-Jan.pdf 
 

• It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Tet – Jan 15 (Gearing up (i.e., down) for the Lunar New Year 

holidays a month in advance) https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-15-Jan.pdf 

 

• This Cat Still Has Claws – Jan 22 (Our market call for a Golden Cross by Tet – we are humbled 

to brag that we got this one right) https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-

8-Jan.pdf 
 

• Banks Take a Breather – Jan 29 (FINIs re-emerge as net buyers – that rarest of things) 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-29-Jan.pdf 
 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-2-Jan.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-2-Jan.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-8-Jan.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-15-Jan.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-8-Jan.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-8-Jan.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Weekly-29-Jan.pdf
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• The Cat Bows Out With a Golden Cross – Feb 5 (Today’s the day!) 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Weekly-Feb-05-2024.pdf 
 

And in case you missed it, here’s a link to last month’s Strategy Wrap titled “Chasing Rabbits”, 

which includes the full-year 2023 market and macro data (light reading, in addition to all the above). 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Yuanta-Vietnam-Monthly-Market-Round-Up-

Dec-2023-1.pdf 

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (data is as of Jan 31) 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Weekly-Feb-05-2024.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Yuanta-Vietnam-Monthly-Market-Round-Up-Dec-2023-1.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Yuanta-Vietnam-Monthly-Market-Round-Up-Dec-2023-1.pdf
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Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (data is as of Jan 31) 

 

Stock market liquidity was solid in January, despite the pre-holiday 

doldrums.  

Monthly ADT of US$767 million was up +1% MoM. Turnover thus remained higher in January than the 

4Q23 ADT figure of US$748 million and full-year 2023 ADT of US$738 million. This is especially positive 

given the apparent withdrawal of retailer interest in the pre-Tet period, and we expect volumes to 

strengthen when the market reopens in the second half of February. 

Again, this is mostly supportive of a positive outlook. Our dissembling use of the word “mostly” is 

because the highest single day of trading so far in 2024 was January 31 (US$1.1 billion), which was also 

the VNI’s worst single daily performance since November. Spiking volumes on sharp market drops has 

been a feature of the Vietnam stock market since last August – and it’s not one that we like.  

But with the index declining by just -1.3% DoD, it would be inappropriate to draw too many conclusions 

from the January 31 datapoints. To us, that selloff looked like a combination of month-end / pre-Tet 

window dressing (e.g., selling the Vingroup names) and profit taking (i.e., selling the banks, which have 

generally outperformed YTD).  

Notably, foreigners were net buyers of US$57 million of stocks on January 31 – the highest 

single day of such inflows since December 2022. So FINIs were clearly buying the dip, a market-

balancing function that suggests that even more institutional involvement would be a good thing. 
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Overall, the reasonably solid volumes in January are a positive signal of investor sentiment, in our view.  

 Source: FiinPro, Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (Jan 31)  

Foreign investors net bought in January – that rarest of things! FINIs have been relentless net 

sellers of Vietnam stocks in recent times, but after nine straight months of FINI net selling to December 

2023, foreigners were better buyers in January 2024.  

Foreigners net bought US$48 million during the month, but it was a tale of two halves: FINIs net sold 

US$55 million in the first half of the month, and they net bought US$120 million in the second half of the 

month.  

The monthly figure was thrown into positive territory only on January 31, when foreigners bought the dip 

to the tune of US$57 million – again, this was the highest single day’s net buying since December 2022.  
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Vietnam Monthly Market Roundup 

Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam (Jan 31) 

Is the foreign selloff over? Obviously we can’t say for certain, and generalizing about the 7.8 billion 

non-Vietnamese people on the planet is fraught with problems. But we suspect that the stepped-up 

selling toward yearend 2023 was driven by a combination of portfolio window dressing by foreign funds 

and/or the more specific (and hopefully one-off) desire for tax optimization by Thai investors ahead of 

changed capital gains tax rules there.  

If so, at least the Thai taxation issue will hopefully cease to be a headwind.  

However, foreigners have again been net sellers in the first few days of February. This could be 

explained away as pre-Tet de-risking, but the bottom line is that despite the dip-buying on January 31, 

we’re not fully convinced that the foreigners are really back as a positive market force.  
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Vietnam Monthly Market Roundup 

 

Source: Vietstock 

As a result of the positive foreign inflows in January – again, the first full month of foreign buying in 10 months -- 

foreign investors as of January 31 held 18.46% of listed shares on the HOSE, up 8bp MoM and up 10bp YoY.   

 Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam (Jan 31) 
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Vietnam Monthly Market Roundup 

Domestic institutions – largely proprietary trading desks – were once again strong net buyers in 

January, continuing the full-year trend of 2023. Prop traders net bought US$64 million of stocks in 

January, slightly more than the net buying by FINIs during the month.  

As a reminder, proprietary desks added US$373 million to their stock holdings in 2023, which offset 40% 

of the total foreign selling of US$942 million last year. Prop desks appear to have gotten bulled up along 

with the decline in interest rates, and particularly bank deposit rates, which reduced their treasury 

opportunities and likely led to a reallocation of capital into stocks.  

Just like at the end of 2023, we see no signs of broad-based window dressing in the lead-up to Tet. 

Domestic institutions were tiny net sellers (just US$392k) on the “big” selloff day of January 31 (when the 

market fell by -1.3% DoD). Following widespread capital raising over the past several years, brokers have 

plenty of balance sheet, are less inclined than previously to hold cash (given lower bank deposit rates), 

and are well-positioned to gain from the positive market momentum in the run-up to Tet. 

Source: FiinPro, Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (Jan 31)  

Leverage Risk: Margin loans at end-4Q23 were once again quite high 

Most of the brokers should have reported by end-January, which allows us to revisit our margin leverage 

analysis. This data indicates a substantial pick-up in margin leverage, with margin loans equivalent to a 

record high 7.8% of the market capitalization of freely floating shares. The liquidity ratio (the 4Q23 margin 

book / 4Q23 average daily trading) appears less scary as it is well under peak levels, but we still think that 

the increased leverage risk going into 2024 is worth considering for investors.  

4Q23 margin loans reached VND168 trillion (USD 6.8 billion), up +8% QoQ / +56% YoY. Recall that 

the impressive YoY growth figure is in part due to the very low base of end-4Q22, a period that saw 

Vietnam’s historically worst margin position unwind as a series of unmet margin calls saw a number of 
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shares – mostly developers – collapse. The trough was actually in mid-November, but brokers had 

substantially tightened up on their risk management so margin loans didn’t recover in December 2022.  

 

Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam 

4Q23 Market leverage ratios reached record highs. In aggregate, margin loans thus reached 3.5% of 

the total market capitalization of the HSX & HNX – a record high. This ratio was up +30bp QoQ and 

+1.0ppt YoY. 

In this case, the price risks of margin leverage are exacerbated by Vietnam’s low free float. 

Bloomberg reports a total value of freely floating shares that is just 44% of total market cap. In my opinion, 

the real free float number is likely even lower than this – but we’ll use it anyway.  

Margin loans to free float increased to 7.8%, which is up +50bp QoQ / +1.8% YoY, and it is also a 

record high. 
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Source: FiinPro, Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam 

Don’t panic – It’s less scary in terms of market liquidity. 4Q23 margin loans represented 8.6 days of 

4Q23 ADT, which is up +2.3 days QoQ and up +0.7 days from 4Q22.  

Although this ratio has obviously risen, it is still well below the historical high of 13 days in 2Q 2019. The 

reason is that although margin loans have increased by 3x between 2Q19 and 4Q23, ADT has increased 

by much more (+5x) in the same period, so the days-to-cover ratio is lower as a result.  
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Source: FiinPro, Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam 

Note that in computing ADT for the above calculations, we use total ADT on the HSX and HNX. Arguably, 

one could also consider stripping out put-through block transactions and only focusing on matched order 

transactions. In this case, days-to-cover would be 10.9 (up +1.8 days QoQ but almost exactly flat YoY).  

 

Source: FiinPro  
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A total guess: Much or perhaps most of the growth in margin lending is once again being driven 

by credit demand from controlling shareholders of listed companies, whose use of the funds that 

they are able to unlock without selling their shares is for purposes other than punting on stocks.  

If so, then this would be a similar situation to that of 3Q22, when margin loans were actually 7% lower at 

VND 156 trillion, but where the growth delta was driven almost entirely by what we would consider to be 

pledged share lending as brokers suddenly became the only game in town for property developers cut off 

from the banks and DCM markets.  

Readers will recall that the situation in 3Q22 was followed by the broader 4Q22 stock market meltdown 

as numerous shares plummeted on unmet margin calls.  

Hopefully we’re wrong about this – but realistically, it may pay to tread carefully in this environment.  
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Monthly market breadth was neutral for the broad market in January.  

The VNI components were split almost equally in terms of MoM share price performance, with 190 

stocks gaining ground and 188 declining during the month.  

Overall, banks led the charge in January. Nine of the top ten stocks by positive contribution to the VNI 

during the month were banks, including CTG (+17% MoM), MBB (+17%), VCB (+10%), BID (+10%),  

ACB (+8%), and HDB (+7%). Our trading call has been to add to positions in VPB (BUY) which only 

gained +1% during the month and thus may have room to catch up to the other banks.  

Special mention for MWG (+5% in January), which had endured a sharp FINI selloff in 2H 2023. Analyst 

Di Luu published her initiation report with a BUY call on January 24 (see p. 21-26 of this note for a 

summary).  

Large cap decliners in January included the Vingroup trio (VIC -5%, VHM -4%, VRE -4%) as well as 

MSN (-4%), with modest profit-taking evident in the monthly performance of market darlings FPT (-0.4%) 

and HPG (-1%).  

As of January 31, some 51.8% of the VNI constituents were trading at above their 200-day moving 

averages, as illustrated in the chart at bottom left. This is almost exactly the same percentage as at the 

end of December (51.9%), as should be expected given the split of overall monthly breadth.   

Notably, this figure peaked at 87% on August 2, which in retrospect may have provided a signal of 

overheating – the market exhibited the first of its double top in mid-August before correcting, rising again 

to a yearly peak in mid-September, and then taking a dive in Oct-Nov. We see no such signs of 

overheating now, which supports a positive case for a continued bull market after Tet.  

Monthly market breadth favored the large caps. The components of the VN30 Index – the main 

large-cap index – posted more substantially positive breadth than the broader VNI did. As illustrated 

below, 19 of this group were gainers in January, while 11 of the stocks declined.  

Monthly stock breadth: Positive for the VN30, but only neutral for the broader VNI 
 

 

 

VN 30 breadth   

  WoW MoM YTD 

Gainers 6 19 19 

Losers 24 11 11 

Source: Bloomberg (Jan 31)   

       

VN Index breadth   

  WoW MoM YTD 

Gainers 160 190 190 

Losers 202 188 188 

Source: Bloomberg (Jan 31)   
 

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (Jan 31)    Source: Bloomberg 
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Valuations – Cheap is never a catalyst on its own, but we continue to 

see solid value in Vietnam stocks.  

Obviously, given the market’s outperformance vs. the region in 2023 and again in January, the “dirt 

cheap” PE valuations of a year ago have given way to higher and less attractive multiples.  

However, we still see value here, with the JSC banks still cheap despite their recent run at c.1.2x P/B 

with ROEs of 20%-plus.  

As of end-January, the VNI is trading at just above 10x 2024E PE. It’s possible that consensus earnings 

forecasts for 2024E are still stretched. Anyone still harboring bullish expectations for property developer 

earnings this year would appear to be especially aggressive given the extremely low presales 

performance across the industry in 2023. However, the solid 4Q23 results among many (ex-property) 

stocks – and especially the banks -- have us questioning our own cynicism in this regard. 

Even so, we still think that low- to mid-teen percentage growth in EPS should be achievable, in which 

case the VNI still looks attractive at 10.1x 2024E PE.  

Vietnam stocks are not as cheap vs. the region 

as they used to be, on trailing P/E basis… 

  … but the 10.1x 2024E PE is inarguably cheap, 

even assuming that EPS expectations are too high. 
 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam (Jan 31)  Source: Bloomberg (2024E consensus PE), Yuanta Vietnam (Jan 31) 

 

This is still a compelling valuation opportunity, in our view. But valuation alone is never a catalyst. 

Liquidity inflows are needed to drive a proper rerating of the market. We haven’t factored this into our 

1298 index target, which is now just +9.3% higher than 1188-point close of February 6. This may turn 

out to be too low – we based it on an admittedly simple assumption of EPS growth alone with no 

dramatic improvement in the market’s PE multiple.  

In theory, low domestic interest rates should help to provide a boost to stock valuations. As stated 

previously, our view is that state bank deposits are the de-facto risk-free asset for Vietnam dong-based 

investors. And the SOE banks have reduced their 12-month time deposits by 250bp since 3Q23, which 

we think is a factor driving both the relatively solid stock market turnover of recent months (see p.8-9) as 

well as ructions in the VND as well as the market for physical gold (p. 32-36).  
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The VNI’s trailing PE ratio is close – but slightly 

below – its historical mean. 

  But the mainboard’s 2024E PE is now 10.0x, 

based on Bloomberg consensus. 
 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam  Source: Bloomberg (2024E consensus PE), Yuanta Vietnam 
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VN30 large caps: Share price performance in Jan

Ticker
Closing price            

(VND K)
MoM chg

Contribution to VN30 

Index performance in Jan
YTD chg

Contribution to VN30 Index 

performance in 1M24

ACB 25.8 7.7% 16% 7.7% 16%

BCM 65.3 3.8% 0% 3.8% 0%

BID 47.7 9.9% 3% 9.9% 3%

BVH 40.5 2.5% 0% 2.5% 0%

CTG 31.6 16.6% 10% 16.6% 10%

FPT 95.7 -0.4% -1% -0.4% -1%

GAS 75.4 -0.1% 0% -0.1% 0%

GVR 22.4 5.7% 0% 5.7% 0%

HDB 21.8 7.4% 8% 7.4% 8%

HPG 27.8 -0.7% -1% -0.7% -1%

MBB 21.8 16.6% 24% 16.6% 24%

MSN 64.4 -3.9% -4% -3.9% -4%

MWG 45.0 5.1% 6% 5.1% 6%

PLX 34.6 0.3% 0% 0.3% 0%

POW 11.4 0.9% 0% 0.9% 0%

SAB 56.3 -8.5% -2% -8.5% -2%

SHB 11.6 7.4% 6% 7.4% 6%

SSB 22.9 -4.2% -3% -4.2% -3%

SSI 34.4 4.9% 4% 4.9% 4%

STB 29.9 7.0% 9% 7.0% 9%

TCB 34.6 8.6% 16% 8.6% 16%

TPB 17.9 2.6% 1% 2.6% 1%

VCB 88.5 10.2% 13% 10.2% 13%

VHM 41.5 -3.9% -5% -3.9% -5%

VIB 20.8 8.9% 6% 8.9% 6%

VIC 42.5 -4.7% -5% -4.7% -5%

VJC 104.6 -3.1% -2% -3.1% -2%

VNM 67.0 -0.9% -1% -0.9% -1%

VPB 19.4 1.0% 3% 1.0% 3%

VRE 22.5 -3.6% -2% -3.6% -2%

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam, Pricing date: Jan 31, 2024
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MWG Initiation: The Hero’s Journey 

Mobile World Initiation (BUY): Consumer Analyst Di Luu has initiated coverage with a BUY 

recommendation and target price of VND59,300, implying +34% 12-month TSR (pricing date: Jan 30).  

Shareholders have experienced an extremely tough year, but extrapolating the 2023 results as continuing 

in perpetuity would be a mistake, in our view.  

From a core fundamental perspective, management’s ability (and willingness) to correct 

its course when things don't go exactly as planned is a rare advantage, and we think the business 

operations are on course to improve in 2024E and beyond.  

 

Surce: FiinProX, Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam 

The restructuring at BHX since 2Q22 appears to be bearing fruit, and we see this business as the key 

growth driver for the Group going forward. We also anticipate the sale of a strategic stake as early as 

1H24, which should help to stimulate punting interest among domestic investors.  

Unfortunately, we see no sign that the ICT & CE retail price war is ending anytime soon. But a 

product replacement / upgrade cycle should start in 2024, and we think the worst has passed for this 

business – which is MWG’s largest by revenues.  

The pharmacy, mom-and-baby, and Indonesia JV are too small to factor into our valuation – 

revenues at An Khang and AVA Kid soared in 2023 but are just 3% of consolidated sales. Investors should 

consider them as free options. 
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Company profile: Mobile World Investment Corp (MWG VN, https://mwg.vn/eng) manages and 

operates six directly owned retail chains: The Gioi Di Dong, TopZone (mobile phones), Dien May Xanh 

(consumer electronics), Bach Hoa Xanh (groceries), An Khang Pharmacy (one of the top-three 

pharmacy chains), and AVA Kid (mom & baby shops). The company boasts a nationwide retail network 

of nearly 5,600 stores as of Nov 2023. 

Bach Hoa Xanh: The key growth driver. Modern trade accounts for just 12% of total grocery spending 

in Vietnam, but this alone does not guarantee success for BHX. The company has experienced 

considerable operational difficulties, at least partly due, in our view, to an overly rapid pace of 

expansion. However, management’s efforts to improve BHX’s performance appear to be bearing fruit, 

especially in late 2023. We forecast BHX to post double-digit sales CAGR in 2024E-26E, with expanding 

average sales per store coupled with a more conservative pace of store network expansion.  

https://em.yuanta.com.vn/link.php?M=1612110&N=17863&L=13679&F=H
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Consumer electronics: Soft demand, but it’s not going to zero. Consumer electronics retail sales 

weakened substantially in 2023 amid the economic downturn and an intense price war that drove losses 

at CE retailers. But extrapolating the recently abysmal operating performance as continuing into 

perpetuity would be a mistake, in our view. By contrast, we expect mobile phone retail sales to bounce 

slightly in 2024E due to 1) the Sept shutdown of 2G networks and 2) the product replacement cycle 

starting from mid-2024.  
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Yuanta vs. the Street. We are in line with the Street in expecting MWG’s sales to recover in 2024E-

25E, but our SG&A assumptions are more optimistic. Thus, our EPS forecasts are 32-33% higher than 

Bloomberg Consensus for 2024-25E, and our target price is 16% above the Street’s.  

We initiate coverage with a BUY rating and set our target price at VND59,300 based on a weighted 

valuation approach that applies 60% weightings to our discounted FCFE model and 40% to comparable 

P/S multiple analysis. Our target price implies 12-month TSR of +34%.  
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Key risks to our view: 1) The consumer electronics slump could be deeper and last longer than we 

assume; 2) Execution at BHX -- food quality and customer experience may not improve in accordance 

with our expectations; 3) We are extremely sceptical of the market chatter regarding MWG's supposed 

removal from the VN Diamond Index, but if it did occur (which it won't, in our view), it could result in 

c.$93 million of ETF-related outflows from the stock (6 days' turnover).  

An inorganic short-term catalyst: We anticipate a 10% strategic stake sale in BHX as early as 1H24. 

A strong and invested operating partner would benefit the company fundamentally over the long run, but 

as a near-term share price catalyst, this story would likely stimulate punting interest in the stock among 

domestic investors.  

Please access the link for our complete report: https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-

content/uploads/2024/01/MWG-Initiation-Jan-2024.pdf 

https://em.yuanta.com.vn/link.php?M=1612110&N=17863&L=13678&F=H
https://em.yuanta.com.vn/link.php?M=1612110&N=17863&L=13678&F=H
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Legalize It! Changes to the laws governing banks  

 

Tanh Tran’s thoughts on the key changes to the Credit Law and the impacts on the banks – 
 
1. Reducing the cap on bank ownership. The maximum bank holding of domestic organizations, 
individuals, and related parties will be reduced, but this does not apply to foreigners (specific details in 
left-side table).  

This is a sensible approach to ensuring corporate governance standards without disrupting foreign 
strategic stakes in the banks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. New credit limit restriction: The changes reduce the credit limits for individual customers & their 

related parties. However, the law enacts a gradual adjustment over five years, which should ease the 

process.  

This should prioritize systemic stability, but It may constrain system credit and thus economic growth. 

However, the gradual approach should mitigate any negative impact. The change should affect all banks, 

but we think state-owned banks and private banks involved in weak-bank restructuring (i.e., HDB, MBB, 

VCB, and VPB) may be less impacted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Regulation on real estate holding due to debt resolution: The only change is an extension of the 

duration for holding real estate due to debt resolution to 5 years, up from the previous 3 years. 

New ownership ratios cap in a bank: 

• Individual: up to 5% of charter capital 

• Institutional: up to 10%  

• Shareholder and related persons: up to 15% 

• Major shareholder & related persons of a credit institution 
cannot own more than 5% of another credit institution. 
 

New credit limit 

- Jul 1, 2024 to Dec 31, 2025: 14% of owner’s equity for a customer; 23% for a customer and 

related persons. 

- Jan 1, 2026 to Dec 31, 2026: 13% for a customer; 21% for a customer and related persons. 

- Jan 1, 2027 to Dec 31, 2027: 12% for a customer; 19% for a customer and related persons. 

- Jan 1, 2028 to Dec 31, 2028: 11% for a customer; 17% for a customer and related persons. 

- Jan 1, 2029: 10% for a customer; 15% for a customer and related persons. 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
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Extending the holding period of real estate related to debt resolution should help the banks address the 

challenges associated with bad debt. 

4. Banks with collateral under Resolution 42/2017/QH14will continue to apply Resolution 42 until such 

assets have been fully worked out. This will benefit banks with substantial legacy NPAs such as STB.  

5. Prohibition on bancassurance sales when providing other services: 

Banks that rely heavily on bancassurance for fee income (e.g., LPB, EIB, ACB, STB, MBB) are likely to 

be hit hardest. See left-side chart for details. 

Our view: The most interesting point pertains to the benefits for receiving banks that take over 

weak banks. Receiving banks remain exempt from consolidating weak banks (so no impact on CAR, 

LDR); required reserves reduced by 50%; access to cheap funding.  

We reiterate BUY on HDB, MBB, VCB, & VPB, which are active in weak-bank restructuring and thus 

should benefit from a relatively light regulatory hand (e.g., credit quotas, new-branch opening).  

Please see Tanh’s full report of Jan 19 for more details:  

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Bank_Sector_New-Credit-Law_Jan-24-1.pdf 

  

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Bank_Sector_Yuanta-Vietnam-Coverage-2.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Bank_Sector_New-Credit-Law_Jan-24-1.pdf
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Legalize It! (Part II) Changes to the laws governing property 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam 

Tam Nguyen reckons that the major developers should benefit the most from the amended Land 

Law. His initial thoughts on the key items are as follows: 

1. Residential development to be more in accordance with the synchronized masterplan, with local 

masterplans aligning with the national masterplan.  

 We believe that the admistrative processes will be easier both for developers and the relevant 

authorities as a result. 

2. Digitalization of land data and the adoption of market-based land pricing.  

 This should result in the replacement of the legacy land price framework with market-driven pricing 

methodologies such as the comparison, collection, or surplus methods.  

3. Utilization of land for multiple purposes contingent on adherence to the approved land use and 

construction master plans. 

 This should allow for detailed guidance for developing multi-purpose projects such as tourism 

developments combined with residential areas.  

4. Resettlement process: improved conditions for landholders. 

 General compensation guidance for landholders could result in improved conditions, but the lack of 

detail could leave plenty of room for interpretation. However, there is a risk that project land costs may 

increase as a result of these regulations. 
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Source: CBRE  

5. Prioritizing land allocation via bidding and auction, accompanied by an approved detailed planning 

of 1/500 plans for housing projects. 

 If developers can only acquire landbank through market mechanisms, we would anticipate a decline in 

the developers’ substantial profit margins observed previously. Nevertheless, we believe that projects 

that have secured LUR determination should still sustain elevated profit margins assuming strong 

market conditions. Additionally, the developers of large-scale urban residential projects possess a 

competitive edge and should be able to maintain gross profit margins at high levels (e.g., 40% -70%). 

6. Land lease agreements with one-time payments to be permissible for implementing investment 

projects in agriculture, forestry, aquaculture, salt production, and industrial parks. 

 Facilitating one-time payments should support firms in these industries, which can leverage these 

payments as collateral for debt financing. 

7. Land allocation and reclamation. 

 Detailed guidance on land reclamation should beniefit projects such as Vinhomes Can Gio. 

In our view, the amended law should primarily benefit the major developers. We reiterate our 

BUY calls on VHM and KDH and Hold-Outperform on NLG 

For details, please see Tam’s complete report published on Jan 18:  

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Express-note_Land-law-amended_Major-developers-

should-benefit-the-most.pdf 

 

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/VHM-Express-note-Key-takeaways-Management-addressed-key-concerns-1.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/KDH-Company-update-Stand-Firm-Stand-Proud-Amid-Challenges.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/NLG-Express-note-3Q23-resutls-Lackluster-3Q23-results-but-value-has-emerged.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Express-note_Land-law-amended_Major-developers-should-benefit-the-most.pdf
https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Express-note_Land-law-amended_Major-developers-should-benefit-the-most.pdf
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Sector performance YTD 

Source: Bloomberg (updated to Jan 31) 
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VND has softened YTD but still outperforming regional currencies.  

The dong depreciated by -65bps against a declining USD (DXY -2.1% MoM) in January. As such, the 

VND has maintained a relatively stable FX rate in comparison to onshore RMB (-1.1%); TWD (-1.9%); 

and comparable regional peers (THB: -3.7%, MYR: -2.9%, IDR: -2.4%, PHP -1.6%) – all four of which 

had posted strong gains amid the (false) US Fed pivot narrative in December.  

So the VND has at least recovered some of its regional underperformance in 2023, a year in which the 

dong declined by -2.6% YoY against the USD in contrast to modest 2023 gains for regional peers: THB 

(+1.4% YoY), IDR (+1.1%), and PHP (+0.6%).  

Source: Bloomberg (updated to Jan 31) 

As illustrated in the chart below, the VND has been steadily declining but with relatively low volatility, 

and its YoY underperformance in 2023 hinged on the yearend drop in the dollar in line with the 

increased acceptance of the “2024 Fed pivot” narrative that pushed US long rates dramatically lower in 

4Q23 after a very brief bear steepening in 3Q 2023.  

At this point, the dong is approaching its 3Q22 lows, a zone in which the SBV took action by dramatically 

hiking rates to shore up the VND’s exchange rate. We believe a repeat of monetary tightening is unlikely 

in 2024 as the VND’s relative exchange rate vs. regional peers is actually strong, and the central bank 

will be mindful of the potential fragility of the economic recovery.  
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Source: Bloomberg (updated to Jan 31) 

We reiterate our statement from last month’s strategy monthly: Our view is that the VND should 

appreciate vs. the USD given the positive fundamentals:  

1) An increasingly structural positive current account balance;  

2) Continued inflows of longer-term capital in the form of FDI and remittances;  

3) Ample FX reserves, especially relative to imports for the domestic economy; and  

4) Lack of any credit-fueled domestic demand bubble in the past decade.  

However, this view does not inform our actual expectations. Despite these positive-seeming 

fundamental drivers, we expect the currency to continue to depreciate anyway by 1-2% annually vs. the 

US dollar going forward. This is due primarily to  

1) The SBV’s focus on financial stability and propensity to retain cost competitiveness vs. regional 

countries;  

2) Lack of any real pressure from the US to allow the VND to appreciate given the overriding 

geopolitical concerns;  

3) The very real interest rate differential, which we do NOT anticipate will disappear in 2024; and  

4) The ever-present risk of capital flight from domestic elites, as illustrated by the “net errors and 

omissions” data. To once again quote ourselves (from an October report):  
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Real interest rate differentials are an easy-to-explain culprit for the VND’s soft 

patch, as US dollar money markets have been slowly moving from the ephemeral 

“Fed-will-soon-pivot” mirage to the acceptance of “higher for longer”, with US 

long bond rates finally getting this message.  

But so what? – our bank in Vietnam is paying exactly zero interest on our US 

dollars.  

This raises an obvious question: what is the practical mechanism by which 

interest rate differentials affect the exchange rate?  

The chart below on a particular component of the balance of payments may 

provide some clues. “Capital flight” is such an ugly sounding term, but we think 

the surging capital outflows that are quantified as net errors and omissions in the 

official balance of payments data reflect this trend.  

In the period between 4Q21 and 3Q23 (the latest available data), net errors and omissions have been 

consistently negative for a total US$49.4 billion in outflows during this 21-month period. The main 

change to this chart now is the inclusion of 3Q23 data, which is always released with a several-month 

lag (in this case, we got the 3Q23 numbers in January). 

  

Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam 

As illustrated in the chart above, the “errors” outflows were exceptionally high in 2Q22-1Q23, a 

time in which certain individuals may have been especially incentivized to attempt to offshore their 

wealth. As a reminder, monetary policy was not the only action taken by the Vietnam government during 

this period – the prosecutors were also busy.   
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Capital leakage averaged US$1.7bn per quarter in the ten years leading to 3Q21. But it suddenly 

popped to US$8.8bn in 4Q21, reached a historical peak (so far) of US$12.2bn in 3Q23, and as a result 

has averaged US$7.1bn over the past 8 quarters.  

We previously noted that the surge in net E&O outflows appeared to have coincided with some of the 

newsy elements of law enforcement vis a vis certain members of the property development community.  

As such, we were gratified to see it appear to normalize at US$2.1bn in outflows during 2Q23. However, 

the negative BOP entry in net E&O then surged again in 3Q23, to reach US$8.7 billion, the fourth 

highest figure in our database.  

Perhaps we attributed too much causation to the correlation of outflows vs. the timing of certain events 

involving allegations of alleged wrongdoings and the management takeover of the country’s fifth largest 

bank (by reported assets). It’s impossible to say.  

The underlying drivers for this data are opaque by their very nature, but real rate differentials 

may be a factor. In any case, the data supports our argument that domestic capital flight (i.e., 

wealthy Vietnamese moving funds abroad, or at least out of the financial system) represent the 

greatest source of liquidity risk both for the system and the VND itself.  

 

Grey market US dollar cash premium has risen, 

signaling increased demand. 

  

Both the bank and street VND rates have been 

declining over the past 10 months.  
 

 

 

Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam. Bank data refers to VCB’s published 

electronic selling price vs. the “free market” price for USD notes. 

 Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam  
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Global gold prices (priced in USD) have also 

increased, with bigger gains in VND terms. 

  
 

The SJC’s official gold price reflects this trend, 

and bid-ask spreads have soared YTD. 
 

 

 

Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam. Bank data refers to VCB’s published 

electronic selling price vs. the “free market” price for USD notes. 

 Source: FiinPro, Yuanta Vietnam   

   

           Source: FiinPro, Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam  
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Macro Update – The Dragon Awakes 

--Binh Truong, Deputy Head of Research 
    binh.truong@yuanta.com.vn 

Highlights of the GSO macro data for Jan 2024 – Expect a clearer picture in 2M2024 

• Readers should take note that the YoY comparisons for January are skewed to the upside by the 
low base of last year because the Tet holidays fell in January 2023. 

• We will get a better look at the state of the economy by aggregating the Jan-Feb data and 
comparing that result with the economic figures for Jan-Feb 2023.  

• However, we expect an overall improvement in the 2M2024 figures in both production and demand. 

• The index of industrial production (IIP) in January declined by -4.4% MoM (a typical seasonal drop) 
and increased by +18.3% YoY (skewed up by Tet).  

• We expect improvement in industrial output in 2M2024 underpinned by robust domestic demand 
and a modest pick-up in export orders. 

• The January PMI figure looks promising as new orders reportedly picked up for the first time in 
four months.  

• Manufacturers’ sentiment remains positive on the prospective external demand recovery in 2024. 

• Realized FDI in January 2024 reached an estimated USD 1.48 billion (up +9.6% YoY), the highest 
growth figure since 2020 (but again, the timing of Tet certainly skews the growth). 

• Total retail sales reached an estimated VND 524.1 trillion, up +1.6% MoM and up +8.1% YoY. 

• Attempting to strip out the Tet impact, net exports of merchandise in the first 15 days of 2024 
reached USD 0.38 billion USD (almost half the merchandise trade surplus of 0.73 billion USD last 
year). Merchandise exports in this two-week period reached USD15.08 billion, up 4.1% YoY; and 
Merchandise imports reached USD 14.7 billion, up 6.8% YoY. 

• The consumer price index (CPI) in January 2024 increased by 0.31% MoM / +3.37% YoY. Core 
inflation in January 2024 increased by 2.72% YoY. 

• Risk: Oil price rally and logistics costs are picking up due to Middle East tensions toward the end 
of January. The increased costs might eventually impact consumer prices and exports going 
forward. 

  

mailto:binh.truong@yuanta.com.vn
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Industrial production in January was skewed by seasonality and the 
timing of Tet, but we expect positive momentum for 2M24  

The GSO estimates that the index of industrial production (IIP) in January 2024 decreased by -4.4% MoM 
(previous month: +0.1% MoM) but increased by +18.3% YoY. The YoY number is very much skewed by 
the low base effect created by the Tet holidays, which fell in the third week of January 2023. 

We believe that the combination of robust domestic demand and a modest improvement in global demand 
(as reported in the PMI survey) in January should result in likely improvement in industrial activity. But the 
timing of Tet (Jan 2023 and Feb 2024) means that the monthly YoY comparables are skewed and, for us, 
hard to interpret. We think that the positive momentum in industrial activity should be visible in the 
aggregated Jan-Feb IIP numbers (2M2024), which will be available at the end of February.  

Blended IIP expansion in January was broken down by output of manufacturing (+19.3% YoY), electricity 
production and distribution (+21.69% YoY), water supply (+5.7% YoY), and mining (+7.3% YoY). 

Sectors exhibiting strong growth in January include furniture manufacturing, which posted growth of 
+66.7% YoY; followed by weaving (+46.2% YoY); electricity equipment (+43.3% YoY); basic metals 
(+39.4% YoY, as steel production of listed companies HPG, HSG, and NKG reportedly picked up due to 
increased export demand); paper (+38.7% YoY); and leather (+34.7% YoY). 

January industrial output growth was skewed by the timing of Tet 

Source: GSO 

 

Broken down by products, output expanded in several sectors, including: 1) sugar increased by a 
whopping +66.2% YoY; 2) Steel rose by +59.6% YoY -- although against a low base, this result signals a 
recovery for the steel sector that should benefit HPG, HSG, and NKG; 3) NPK fertilizer soared by +40.7% 
YoY, which explains the recent surge of listed fertilizer producer stocks (e.g., BFC and DCM); 4) tobacco 
grew by +34.7% YoY; 5) rolled steel increased by +12.7% YoY; 5) and chemical paint expanded by 
+44.7%YoY 

By contrast, production of several segments declined in 2023: Output of 1) phone parts declined -15.3% 
YoY; 2) televisions declined by -11.3%; 3) mobile phones slid by -3.5% YoY; and 4) crude oil fell by -2.2%.   

Manufacturing PMI: A modest but welcome turnaround in January 
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The S&P Global Manufacturing PMI for January came in at 50.3, above the 50.0 mark and thus signalling 
a modest expansion in manufacturing sector for the first time in five months. The index improved from 
47.3 in November and 48.9 in December. Participants report signs of modest increases in demand. Unlike 
the other datapoints from January, the PMI survey is not skewed by Tet. Hence, this positive result 
reinforces our base case for manufacturing production to recover in 2024. 

January manufacturing PMI was back in positive territory for the first time in 5 months 

 
Source: GSO 

 

Survey respondents indicate that demand picked up from both the domestic and export markets, which in 

turn led to renewed increases in new orders and output in the first month of 2024. Manufacturers increased 

production as a result, therefore ending three straight months of decreased production. But nobody is 

calling for an export boom -- purchasing activities and staffing levels remain stable. 

A combination of increased new orders and stable operating capacity resulted in a slight increase in order 

backlogs and a decrease in stocks of purchased inputs.  

Headwinds: Red Sea-related shipping delays are resulting in lengthening of suppliers' delivery times and 

could exacerbate increases in input prices. Nevertheless, manufacturers have both 1) reduced their selling 

prices to stimulate demand and 2) retained a positive assessment of the overall demand outlook for the 

next 12 months.  
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International trade has a good start  

Vietnam recorded a USD0.38bn merchandise trade surplus in the first 15 days of January as the 

net result of USD15.0bn in goods exports, grew by 4.1% YoY and USD 14.7bn in merchandise imports, 

increased by +6.8% YoY. The first two-week figures are less impacted by Tet seasonality and hence gives 

a better YoY comparison as Tet was on Jan 22 2023. 

Vietnam recorded a merchandise trade surplus of USD 28bn in 2023 

Source: GSO 

 

Within this two-week timeframe, four products posted turnover of above USD 1bn, accounting for 53.2% 

of the total merchandise export turnover.  

Largest export items in the first two weeks of January  

 Estimated 1H January 
export turnover (USD mn) 

% YoY growth 

Above USD10bn export turnover   

 Electronic goods, computers, and parts 2.861 +6,7 

 Mobile phones and parts 2.246 +22,1 

 Machinery, instrument, accessory 1.634 -4,6 

Textiles and garments 1.290 -17,8 

Source: GSO 

 

Imports are also recovering, which is a good indicator as most import products are production factors for 

export. Two items saw import turnover exceed USD 1bn in 2023, accounting for 42.4% of total imports. 

Both goods significantly increased YoY. 

Electronics, computers and parts remain the largest import products in Jan 2024 
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 Estimated 2023 
import turnover (USD 

mn) 

2023 growth… 
(% YoY) 

Above USD10bn export turnover   

Electronics, computers, and parts 4.267 +9,2 

Machinery, instruments, and accessories 1.919 +15,2 

Source: GSO 

 

 

FDI kicked off impressively 

January is typically the State Budget planning and allocation period, according to the GSO. Most 
projects in a given year are not initiated in the first month of the year. Hence, we are not surprised to learn 
that public investment in January only fulfilled 4.4% of the government’s full-year target.  

Specifically, public investment in January reached VND31.1trillion, up by +12.5% YoY. Investment by the 
central government reached VND 4.7 trillion in January, 4% of the full-year budget and up by +3.7% YoY. 
Investment by provincial governments reached VND 26.4 trillion, 4.5% of their annual budgets and up by 
+14.2% YoY.  

Disbursed FDI in January 2024 reached USD 1.48bn, up +9.6% YoY, the highest growth rate since 
January 2020. However, it is too early to tell if this level of growth will prove to be sustainable.  

Manufacturing FDI accounted for 78% of total January disbursed FDI, or USD1.15bn. Property accounted 
for 10% of the FDI mix (USD147mn); while gas, hot water, steam, and air-conditioning FDI (USD 72.4 mn) 
accounted for 4.9% of total disbursed FDI in January.  

FDI Disbursals soared by the highest rate since Jan 2020  

Source: GSO 
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Pledged FDI looks even more promising than disbursals in Jan 2024. Registered FDI surged by +40.2% 
YoY to USD2.36bn. Specifically, newly registered FDI reached USD2.0bn, up by an impressive +24.2% 
YoY. 

Pledged FDI represents promises, not cash injections; but the surge in interest in new projects -- among 
manufacturers in particular -- indicates that future disbursals are likely to remain strong. This news is 
positive for industrial property developers such as KBC VN (BUY – covered by property analyst Tam 
Nguyen).  

January retail spending boosted by Tet 

Consumers were busy in January get ready for Tet. Retail sales of goods and services in January 
reached VND 524.1tn, up by +1.6% MoM and by +8.1% YoY. This illustrates the buildup in retail sales 
momentum in recent months, following November (+10.1% YoY) and December (+9.3%). 

Blended retail sales were underpinned by hospitality and catering services revenue, which grew by 
+10.2% YoY to reach VND58.9tn (11.2% of total retail sales) -- driven by the ongoing recovery in 
international visitor arrivals. Notably, the GSO reported the number of international arrivals to Vietnam 
reached 1.5 million persons in January, up +7.1% MoM and +60.9% YoY. We also believe that year-end 
parties also boosted to catering services receipts.  

As consumers shopped for Tet, merchandise receipts rose by +7.3% YoY in January (down from +8.6% 
YoY in December) to reach VND 407.5tn, representing 77.8% of total retail sales. 

Retail sales growth picked up impressively in January 

Source: GSO 

 

We will not be at all surprised to see a MoM decline in Feb retail spending given the weeklong Tet holidays 
that start Feb 9. But seasonality aside, the combination of loosening monetary policy (falling interest rates) 
and fiscal policy (-2ppt VAT in 1H2024) should continue to support retail spending going forward. 
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Financial system liquidity remains strong in January 

Source: SBV 

 

Inflation cooled slightly in January 

According to the GSO, inflation cooled in January with CPI up only slightly by +0.31% MoM and by +3.37% 
YoY. Nine of the 11 items in the CPI basket posted increased prices in January, but most of these price 
gains were minor. Specifically, prices of --  

• Medical products (5.39% of the basket) rose by +1.02% MoM, as outpatient service fees rose 
due to government pricing policy by +0.89% MoM while inpatient service fees rose by +1.67% 
MoM during the month. 

• Housing and building materials (18.82% of the basket) rose by +0.56% MoM as electricity 
prices rose by +1.05% MoM.  

• Transport (9.67% of the CPI basket) prices rose by +0.41% MoM as petroleum prices were up 
by +0.79% MoM and Diesel prices increased by +1.39% MoM.  

• Beverages and tobacco (5.7% of the basket) rose by +0.38% MoM on pre-holiday spending.  

By contrast, just two of the 11 items in the CPI basket posted reduced prices in January:  

• Telecom (3.14% of the basket) slid by -0.05% MoM as mobile phone network operators 
launched promotion campaigns. 

• Education (6.17% of the basket) fell by -0.12% as education services slid by -0.15%, in line with 
Decision 97/2023/NĐ-CP which was intended to stabilize tuition fees. 

We think inflation could re-emerge as a headwind going forward as oil prices and logistics costs are picking 
up, while the VND exchange rate has steadily depreciated vs. the US dollar. This should eventually be 
reflected in consumer prices. Specifically, oil prices (Brent) exceeded $80 per barrel (+6.26% MoM), 
manufacturers reported increases in logistics costs as seen in the PMI survey due to prolong tensions in 
Middle East.  
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The good news is that this situation improves the investment opportunities in O&G companies. Within our 
Coverage, PVD (BUY) is our top pick for the O&G sector. Please find our latest report on PVD titled “It’s 
just the beginning of an upcycle” at the following link:   

https://yuanta.com.vn/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/20240130-PVD-4Q23-AM.pdf 

  

Consumer price inflation could re-emerge as a macro headwind 

Source: GSO 
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Yuanta Universe: Valuations and ratings
Stock PER (x) EPS Growth (%) PEG (x) PBV (x) ROE (%) ROA (%)

Sector Code 2022A 2023E 2024E 2022A 2023E 2024E 2022A 2023E 2024E 2022A 2023E 2024E 2022A 2023E 2024E 2022A 2023E 2024E

Banks ACB VN 6.4        6.5        5.2        43.2         (1.2)         24.0           0.1        n/a 0.2        1.5        1.4        1.2        26.2      23.9      24.4      2.4        2.4        2.6        

BID VN 15.3      13.1      10.9      81.0         16.9        19.6           0.2        0.8        0.6        2.3        2.0        1.7        16.6      16.3      16.7      0.9        1.0        1.1        

HDB VN 7.1        6.7        5.2        28.2         5.0          30.1           0.3        1.4        0.2        1.5        1.4        1.2        22.2      22.0      23.8      2.1        2.2        2.3        

MBB VN 6.0        6.0        4.8        16.0         (0.3)         25.9           0.4        n/a 0.2        1.3        1.2        1.0        24.3      22.4      23.1      2.7        2.6        2.9        

STB VN 11.2      8.5        5.2        63.8         32.0        63.7           0.2        0.3        0.1        1.5        1.2        1.0        13.8      15.8      21.4      0.9        1.2        1.7        

VCB VN 15.2      14.9      10.9      39.9         2.1          36.4           0.4        7.3        0.3        3.1        3.0        2.4        22.5      22.1      24.4      1.9        1.9        2.3        

VPB VN 7.1        7.9        6.0        54.0         (9.9)         31.5           0.1        n/a 0.2        1.3        1.2        1.1        19.1      15.3      18.1      2.9        2.1        2.4        

Brokers HCM VN 14.2      16.3      14.9      (32.8)        (12.7)      9.5             n/a n/a 1.6        1.5        1.6        1.5        11.2      10.3      10.2      4.3        5.2        5.1        

SSI VN 23.1      15.3      14.3      (56.1)        51.3        6.7             n/a 0.3        2.1        2.3        2.0        1.8        12.2      14.2      13.6      4.3        6.3        6.3        

VCI VN 21.9      18.3      16.2      (55.7)        19.5        13.2           n/a 0.9        1.2        2.9        2.6        2.4        13.4      15.3      15.9      6.0        6.9        7.2        

VND VN 24.9      15.6      15.5      (65.1)        59.3        1.0             n/a 0.3        15.2      2.0        1.8        1.7        10.0      12.8      12.1      3.0        4.6        4.4        

Energy PVD VN (133.1)  9.6        6.1        n/a n/a 57.0           n/a n/a 0.1        0.8        0.8        n/a n/a 8.8        13.2      n/a 0.1        3.2        

NT2 VN 13.9      8.4        10.9      (14.6)        65.5        (23.0)         n/a 0.1        n/a 2.0        1.9        n/a 15.9      17.5      17.7      9.6        10.4      10.6      

PC1 VN 15.6      7.9        7.5        (31.9)        97.5        5.5             n/a 0.1        1.4        1.1        1.0        n/a 13.7      14.2      13.1      4.8        5.9        6.5        

Consumer MSN VN 20.9         4.2          -             n/a n/a n/a 1.4        1.2        n/a 15.2      13.7      -        8.9        8.2        -        

PNJ VN 17.5      18.5      14.8      25.5         (5.3)         24.8           0.7        n/a 0.6        2.7        2.5        2.4        21.4      19.3      22.5      15.1      13.9      15.9      

DGW VN 10.1      17.8         -             0.6        n/a n/a 2.1        2.1        n/a 18.4      18.4      -        7.1        7.1        -        

FRT VN 34.8      119.0   33.7      (12.0)        (70.8)      252.9        n/a n/a 0.1        6.6        7.6        n/a 19.4      6.8        19.9      3.8        1.2        3.8        

MWG VN 16.0      397.9   18.8      (17.4)        (96.0)      2,012        n/a n/a 0.0        2.7        2.8        n/a 17.1      0.7        13.0      7.3        0.3        5.7        

Oil & GAS POW VN 14.8      10.6      9.6        5.6            40.0        10.0           2.6        0.3        1.0        0.9        0.9        n/a 5.9        7.6        7.8        3.5        4.7        4.8        

Property KBC VN 5.4        3.9        91.0         40.0        -             0.1        0.1        n/a 1.2        0.9        n/a 22.0      26.0      -        10.0      12.0      -        

DXG VN 12.2      6.2        (22.0)        97.0        -             n/a 0.2        n/a 1.2        1.1        n/a 9.0        15.0      -        4.0        6.0        -        

KDH VN 20.1      25.1      34.7      (18.0)        (20.0)      (28.0)         n/a n/a n/a 1.9        1.9        1.9        10.0      7.0        5.0        6.0        4.0        3.0        

NLG VN 28.6      25.2      26.4      (57.0)        13.0        (4.0)            n/a 1.9        n/a 1.6        1.6        1.5        6.0        7.0        5.0        3.0        3.0        3.0        

NVL VN -        -        -        18.3         53.3        -             -        -        n/a -        -        -        10.6      14.8      -        2.4        3.4        -        

VHM VN 6.3        6.1        7.1        (20.0)        (1.0)         (16.0)         n/a n/a n/a 1.2        1.0        0.9        21.0      19.0      14.0      10.0      9.0        7.0        

VRE VN 18.4      12.4      12.4      111.4       48.7        (0.5)            0.2        0.3        n/a 1.6        1.5        1.3        8.7        12.2      11.0      6.9        9.5        8.7        

Transport ACV VN -           -          -             n/a n/a n/a 3.2        2.9        n/a 11.0      12.6      -        5.2        5.3        -        

Industrials DHC VN 7.8        5.9        4.0        (22.1)        32.2        47.3           n/a 0.2        0.1        1.5        1.3        n/a 22.0      23.9      30.8      20.6      10.1      15.2      

BWE VN 10.9      8.8        6.2        17.0         24.9        41.7           0.6        0.4        0.1        1.8        1.6        n/a 18.8      20.6      25.5      8.6        10.6      14.7      

Technology FPT VN 25.1      20.5      15.7      22.9         22.0        30.5           1.1        0.9        0.5        4.8        4.2        3.5        22.7      23.9      15.3      10.1      11.6      13.3      
Stock ratings and pricing data is as of close on Jan 31 2024

Source: Bloomberg, Yuanta Vietnam
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Appendix A: Important Disclosures 

Analyst Certification 

Each research analyst primarily responsible for the content of this research report, in whole or in part, certifies that with respect to each security 

or issuer that the analyst covered in this report: (1) all of the views expressed accurately reflect his or her personal views about those securities 

or issuers; and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views 

expressed by that research analyst in the research report. 

 

 

Ratings Definitions 

BUY: We have a positive outlook on the stock based on our expected absolute or relative return over the investment period. Our thesis is based 

on our analysis of the company’s outlook, financial performance, catalysts, valuation and risk profile.  We recommend investors add to their 

position. 

HOLD-Outperform: In our view, the stock’s fundamentals are relatively more attractive than peers at the current price. Our thesis is based on our 

analysis of the company’s outlook, financial performance, catalysts, valuation and risk profile.  

HOLD-Underperform: In our view, the stock’s fundamentals are relatively less attractive than peers at the current price.  Our thesis is based on 

our analysis of the company’s outlook, financial performance, catalysts, valuation and risk profile.  

SELL: We have a negative outlook on the stock based on our expected absolute or relative return over the investment period. Our thesis is based 

on our analysis of the company’s outlook, financial performance, catalysts, valuation and risk profile.  We recommend investors reduce their 

position. 

Under Review: We actively follow the company, although our estimates, rating and target price are under review. 

Restricted: The rating and target price have been suspended temporarily to comply with applicable regulations and/or Yuanta policies. 

 

Note: Yuanta research coverage with a Target Price is based on an investment period of 12 months.  Greater China Discovery Series coverage does 

not have a formal 12 month Target Price and the recommendation is based on an investment period specified by the analyst in the report. 

 

Global Disclaimer 

© 2019 Yuanta. All rights reserved. The information in this report has been compiled from sources we believe to be reliable, but we do not hold 

ourselves responsible for its completeness or accuracy. It is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. All opinions and 

estimates included in this report constitute our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice.  

 

This report provides general information only. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed herein constitutes an offer or invitation to make 

an offer to buy or sell securities or other investments. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and is not intended to provide 

tailored investment advice and does not take into account the individual financial situation and objectives of any specific person who may receive 

this report. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities, investments or investment 

strategies discussed or recommended in this report. The information contained in this report has been compiled from sources believed to be 

reliable but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. This report is not (and 

should not be construed as) a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally 

permitted to carry on such business in that jurisdiction.  

 

Yuanta research is distributed in the United States only to Major U.S. Institutional Investors (as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the Securities Exchange 

Act of 1934, as amended and SEC staff interpretations thereof).  All transactions by a US person in the securities mentioned in this report must 

be effected through a registered broker-dealer under Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Yuanta research is 

distributed in Taiwan by Yuanta Securities Investment Consulting. Yuanta research is distributed in Hong Kong by Yuanta Securities (Hong Kong) 

Co. Limited, which is licensed in Hong Kong by the Securities and Futures Commission for regulated activities, including Type 4 regulated activity 

(advising on securities). In Hong Kong, this research report may not be redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part or and any 

form or manner, without the express written consent of Yuanta Securities (Hong Kong) Co. Limited.  

 

Taiwan persons wishing to obtain further information on any of the securities mentioned in this publication should contact: 

 

Attn: Research 

Yuanta Securities Investment Consulting 

4F, 225,  

Section 3 Nanking East Road, Taipei 104 

Taiwan 
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Hong Kong persons wishing to obtain further information on any of the securities mentioned in this publication should contact: 

 

Attn: Research 

Yuanta Securities (Hong Kong) Co. Ltd 

23/F, Tower 1, Admiralty Centre 

18 Harcourt Road, 

Hong Kong 

 

Korean persons wishing to obtain further information on any of the securities mentioned in this publication should contact: 

Head Office 

Yuanta Securities Building 

Euljiro 76 Jung-gu 

Seoul, Korea 100-845 

Tel: +822 3770 3454 

 

Indonesia persons wishing to obtain further information on any of the securities mentioned in this publication should contact: 

Attn: Research 

PT YUANTA SECURITIES INDONESIA 

(A member of the Yuanta Group) 

Equity Tower, 10th Floor Unit EFGH 

SCBD Lot 9 

Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 52-53 

Tel: (6221) – 5153608 (General) 

 

Thailand persons wishing to obtain further information on any of the securities mentioned in this publication should contact: 

Research department 

Yuanta Securities (Thailand) 

127 Gaysorn Tower, 16th floor 

Ratchadamri Road, Pathumwan 

Bangkok 10330 

 

Vietnam persons wishing to obtain further information on any of the securities mentioned in this publication should contact:  

Research department  

Yuanta Securities (Vietnam)  

4th Floor, Saigon Centre  

Tower 1, 65 Le Loi Boulevard,  

Ben Nghe Ward, District 1,  

HCMC, Vietnam 
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